


FDP On NAAC AWARENESS
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The IQAC of MES College conducted a seven day FDP on NAAC Awareness by
Dr.C. Rajesh, Principal of Ke Vee Yam College Valancherry. The FDP starts on 28th
October 2020.

On the first day, Dr.Rajesh gave an awareness on NAAC Accreditation. He insisted
thqzirlpolro.r getting accredited and quality enhanced education. Altogether there
were 48 members presented in the meeting.

On the second day, of FDP Dr. C Rajesh took the classes on filing in the deparlment.
He explained how files are maintained in the department. All HODs and other
faculties actively participated and and asked so many queries related to filing .

On the third day, Dr.C Rajesh continued his talk about filing the faculty members
attended the FDP enthusiasticallv.

On the fourth day, Dr.C Rajesh elucidate the 7 Criteria of NAAC Accreditation, firstly
he explained abouf Criteria 1- Curricular Aspects and 2 -Teaching Leaming and
Evaluation. He insisted the importance of curriculum enrichment programmes and
student performance and leaming outcome.

On the fifth day, Dr.Rajesh clarified Criteria 3 Research Innovation and Extension.
He explained about the importance of extension activities like NSS, Red Ribbon Club,
Intemship, Field tripjob fraining" etc

On the Sixth day, Dr.Rajrsh explained about Criteria 4- Infiastructure and Leaming
Resources and Criteria 5- Student Support and Progression. He described the
significance of ICT enabled facilities like Smart class,LMS, ptc. Then point out the
importance of soft skill, remedial coaching, soft skill development, Bridge Course,
etc.

On the Seventh day, Dr.Rajesh started with Criteria 6 - Govgmance Leadership and
Management and Criteria 7- Instin.rtional Values and Best Practices. He suggested to
provide financial support to teachers for attending conferences and workshops. Then
insisted to organise programmes based on human values and professional ethics..

The session was really an insightful one, Dr,Rajesh clarified all doubts and queries of
al1 faculties regarding the NAAC accreditation process and filing.


















